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actiTIME is a web-based and streamlined tool designed for project managers. It facilitates a user-friendly working environment and puts at their disposal intuitive and practical tools for time tracking. This is a free edition that allows access for a limited number of users. You can also check out actiTIME Small Team Edition and actiTIME Extended. Customizable setup The installation procedure takes a while to finish unwrapping everything. Before doing
so, however, you can select the database platform to work with, between Microsoft Access and MySQL. The setup wizard is able to either create a new database or to copy data from an existing one. What's more, you can indicate the IP address and port number to use. Log into actiTIME and create a new database Once the installer is over, you can log into actiTIME via a web browser using the default user name and password displayed here. It is highly
recommended to change these credentials immediately afterward for security purposes. After this step, you can directly launch the app with an empty database or review two demos. So, you can configure general settings, create billing types and tasks to report time for, as well as put together accounts for other users. The web interface is clean and intuitive, having all these aforementioned modules neatly organized in separate areas. Configure general
options, billing and leave types, logo and color scheme General settings revolve around time-track hierarchy levels, time report, time-track of other users, leave time, control of overtime and undertime, time estimates, user groups, reporting, formats (calendar and time, time zone, numbers, currency), email (mail server, message parameters, error processing), along with notifications. Billing types can be studied when it comes to their status and rate.
Moreover, you can set any of them as default, change their order in the list, and delete any entries. The same rules apply to the leave types too (sick leave, time off, vacation). Plus, the logo and color scheme may be customized. Create new users and manage departments The first step you have to take is building a list with users, in order to assign them to projects and assign the projects to clients. New users can be created with a user name, password, access
type (enabled or disabled), contact information, department, time zone, workday duration, overtime tracking mode (enabled or disabled), hourly rates, and access rights (time-track submission, reporting, task hierarchy management
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KEYMACRO is an intuitive and powerful time tracking application that gives you and your team a greater degree of control over time and expenses. KEYMACRO includes a powerful timer system with flexible time tracking and billing capabilities. The app comes with a simple, intuitive interface and a Web interface for users who have access to a network. "KEYMACRO is a powerful tool for those who work with time, which makes it easy to follow up
on tasks and time entries." - MACMAC (MacsConnect User Reviews) "KeeY MACRO was a godsend when I really needed a simple app that would help me record time of the meetings I conduct. What I love about it is that I can give specific descriptions to the meetings and also, it allows me to submit my estimates along with the description of the meetings. It is extremely user friendly, and easy to use." - Kim (macOSAppReviews.com) "KeeY MACRO
can be used to log time on a day-by-day basis." - Grace (The iPhoneAppReview) "If you are looking for an accurate time recording app then KeeY MACRO is a good choice." - Junior (MacAppsReviews) "This is a good, clean and effective time recording app, you will find the detail you are looking for in the recording of your work done." - Andrew (AppSafari) "I use KeeY MACRO and find it to be an efficient and effective time recorder." - Jonathan
(CNET) It has the following features: - Keep a simple log of time. - Quickly & Easily record and type time for a meeting or a task. - Attendees can be recorded. - Keeps time logs in minutes or hours. - Earn money by time tracking. - Billing by time tracking and some other important features. - Logs detailed notes. KEYMACRO Web is a powerful time tracking and billing application for the Web. It includes Web and local time tracking for all users.
KEYMACRO Web is fully compatible with all major browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, and Google Chrome). KEYMACRO Web Web uses a SQLite database. KEYMACRO Desktop is a powerful time tracking and billing application for desktop systems. It includes all features and has the same interface as the web application. KEYMACRO Desktop supports all Windows Operating Systems (Windows 95, Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows Vista, and Windows 80eaf3aba8
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It is a web-based tool designed for project managers to track time in detail. This versatile app includes various options for customers, billing, leave types, new users, projects, tasks and reports. The app is compatible with various web-browsers, iPhone devices and mac users. actiTIME Small Team Edition $25.00 Description It is a web-based tool designed for project managers to track time in detail. This versatile app includes various options for customers,
billing, leave types, new users, projects, tasks and reports. The app is compatible with various web-browsers, iPhone devices and mac users. Privacy policy actiTIME is committed to protecting your privacy. To that end, actiTIME uses commercially reasonable methods to help protect the privacy of actiTIME users. this in the future) ~~~ mikeash Googling it, I'm finding stuff like: “Goals. This isn’t so much about the goals you’re trying to achieve, but rather
about the methods you’re using to actually get there. In the section below, we lay out a number of techniques to help you achieve your goals.” “Your mindset is a huge indicator of your success in the game of life.” I'd be really surprised if they used such wording in the book. ------ jgh I just started reading this book (thanks for the recommendation), great book, will look forward to reading it. ------ emodendroket I thought it was interesting how often they
referred to what we think of as factual evidence as "controversy." ~~~ scintill76 According to the Wikipedia entry on Controversy: "In her Theory of Controversy, Harriet Martineau stated that 'a controversy consists in the declaration of facts: we cannot deny facts, and the controversy is but the conflict of the party's judgments on the degree in which the facts shall be allowed to shape our opinions.'" ------ sampo > _Most of the mistakes I have made have
come from the illusion that time is > not as important as I think._ Well, that is, most of them. As John Perry pointed out (e.g. in his article “The

What's New in the?

Easily track and report on time spent on tasks A key feature of actiTIME is the ability to easily track time spent on tasks. Project managers and employees alike are able to monitor work completion easily, and can monitor employee performance or tackle issues that may arise. The actiTIME team-management tool allows users to easily track time spent on tasks, and to easily submit timesheets and receive them. Features: - Time tracking - Hourly rates -
Billing and invoicing - Project Time Report - Time-tracking in detail - Billing summary, invoice export - Cost of work, profit and loss - Project budget, overrrun budget, change in project assignment - Personal earnings - Mail server, message parameters - Time zone, email notifications, reminders - User groups, attendance control - Reporting - Calendar - Deadlines - Time-track in detail - Settings - Task hierarchy - Work schedule - Reports - Notifications
Keyword: Time management software, time tracker, time tracking tool, project management, scheduling, project management, project management app, project manager, PM tool, project tracker, AppValley: Lime: Price: $50.00 IMPORTANT NOTE: You may download the trial version, then use all features and report time tracking within the free version. Mediamass TimeProject was originally designed for data visualization purposes, but is now a part
of the TimeProject software suite that is used for project management and team time tracking. It is a web-based and streamlined tool designed for project managers. It facilitates a user-friendly working environment and puts at their disposal intuitive and practical tools for time tracking. This is a free edition that allows access for a limited number of users. You can also check out actiTIME Small Team Edition and actiTIME Extended. Customizable setup
The installation procedure takes a while to finish unwrapping everything. Before doing so, however, you can select the database platform to work with, between Microsoft Access and MySQL. The setup wizard is able to either create a new database or to copy data from an existing one. What's more, you can indicate the IP address and port number to use. Log into actiTIME and create a new database Once the installer is over, you can log into actiTIME via a
web browser using the default user name and password displayed here. It is highly recommended to change these credentials immediately afterward for security purposes. After this step, you can directly launch the app with an empty database or review two demos. So, you can configure general settings, create billing types and tasks to report time for,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (32 or 64 bit) Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 256MB Radeon HD Graphics or NVIDIA Geforce 7800 DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 2 GB available space Sound Card: Supports PCM Additional Notes: Requires support for Subtitles (Russian, German, Spanish, and Portuguese
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